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Synaptic integrity is now recognized as a central component of Alzheimer’s disease. Surprisingly, however, the structural status of
glutamatergic synapses in Alzheimer’s disease is unclear, despite the fact that glutamate is the major excitatory transmitter of the CNS
and has key roles in excitotoxicity and long-term potentiation. The identification of specific markers of glutamatergic neurons now allows
an assessment of the structural involvement of the glutamatergic system across progressive stages of the Alzheimer’s pathology, an
opportunity not afforded by previously used neurochemical approaches. Glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density and dystrophic
neurite abundance were quantified in midfrontal gyrus brain tissue from subjects with no cognitive impairment, mild cognitive impair-
ment, or mild- or severe-stage Alzheimer’s disease. Our study demonstrates a striking pathology-dependent pattern of glutamatergic
synaptic remodeling with disease progression. Subjects with mild cognitive impairment display a paradoxical elevation in glutamatergic
presynaptic bouton density, a situation akin to that observed in the cholinergic system, which then depletes and drops with disease
progression. This pattern of synaptic remodeling mirrors our previous findings in transgenic animal models and is of major relevance to
current transmitter-based therapeutics.
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Introduction
Mounting evidence suggests that synapses, as opposed to plaques
or tangles, are key to the clinical presentation of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) [for review, see Selkoe (2002) and Tanzi (2005)].
Indeed, synaptic density is the strongest pathological correlate of
cognitive ability (Perry et al., 1978; Masliah et al., 1989; DeKosky
and Scheff, 1990; Scheff et al., 1990; Terry et al., 1991; DeKosky et
al., 1992; Masliah and Terry, 1993) [for review, see Terry (1996,
1997)]. Early AD studies have focused on the cholinergic system
because of its tangible pathological involvement. The cholinergic
focus clearly benefited the AD field; however, it also led to an
underappreciation of the roles of the noncholinergic transmitter
systems. In the context of glutamate, the most abundant excita-
tory neurotransmitter in the cortex and hippocampus, the brain
areas implicated in AD, this information is especially relevant.
The hippocampal and cortical atrophy visible in AD brains dem-
onstrates the degeneration of brain areas predominated by gluta-
matergic large pyramidal neurons. The involvement of said neu-
rons is of immense relevance to the pathological and clinical

presentation of AD given glutamate’s central role in long-term
potentiation (LTP) and excitotoxicity (Greenamyre et al., 1988).

Previous investigations largely used neurochemical ap-
proaches, as reliable immunohistochemical markers of glutama-
tergic synapses were unavailable. Because neurochemical data
can be influenced by postmortem interval, tissue preparation,
and premortem use of CNS-acting drugs, many studies yielded
conflicting results. K�-evoked neuronal glutamate release in
temporal neocortical AD brain tissue samples has been reported
as unchanged (Smith et al., 1983). However, other groups ob-
served a loss of cortical and hippocampal glutamatergic uptake
sites, which were interpreted as nerve terminal loss (Palmer et al.,
1986; Cross et al., 1987; Hardy et al., 1987; Procter et al., 1987;
Cowburn et al., 1988a,b). NMDA receptor levels are also conflict-
ing, with some groups showing a decrease in AD subjects
(Greenamyre et al., 1985, 1987) and others showing no change
(Geddes et al., 1986; Monaghan et al., 1987; Cowburn et al.,
1988b). The observed reductions in glutamate concentration in
AD brain tissue (Ellison et al., 1986; Sasaki et al., 1986; Hyman et
al., 1987) make no distinction between neuronal and metabolic
pools, limiting potential interpretations. Resultantly, the involve-
ment of glutamatergic neurons in AD remains unclear, despite
their central role in the very symptoms that characterize the dis-
ease. Fortuitously, the recent identification of the vesicular glu-
tamate transporter 1 (VGluT1) (Takamori et al., 2000), a reliable
marker of glutamatergic presynaptic boutons, now allows such
an investigation.

Dystrophic neurite generation and reduced presynaptic bou-
ton densities detrimentally influence neurotransmission and
cognitive function (McKee et al., 1991; Terry et al., 1991). To
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determine the involvement of glutamatergic neurons in AD and
the relevance of the observed changes to clinical presentation,
presynaptic bouton density and dystrophic neurite abundance
were quantified in the midfrontal gyrus of subjects with no cog-
nitive impairment (NCI), mild cognitive impairment (MCI), or
mild- or severe-stage AD (mAD or sAD). Our study reveals a
novel and therapeutically relevant pattern of cortical synaptic
remodeling in response to progressive stages of the AD
pathology.

Materials and Methods
General demographics of Religious Orders Study subject population. Partic-
ipants were elderly members of the Catholic clergy (nuns, priests, and
brothers) who took part in the Religious Orders Study, a longitudinal
clinicopathologic study of aging and AD. Each subject signed an in-
formed consent and an anatomical gift act donating his/her brain to
investigators at the time of death. The study was approved by the insti-
tutional Review Board of Rush University Medical Center. Table 1 shows
the characteristics of the sample population by diagnostic group. The
NCI, MCI, and mild and severe AD groups were similar in postmortem
interval, education, and interval between last date of Mini Mental State
Examination (MMSE) and death. An ANOVA found a significant differ-
ence in age between groups (F(3,62) � 4.87; p � 0.005). Post hoc analysis
revealed no statistically significant difference between MCI, mAD, and
sAD ( p � 0.05); however, NCI was significantly lower ( p � 0.05) than all
three remaining groups. As expected, MMSE scores were significantly
different between groups, as detected by an ANOVA (F(3,62) � 196.9; p �
0.0001). One-way ANOVA of glutamatergic presynaptic bouton densi-
ties grouped by apolipoprotein E (apoE) genotype revealed no significant
difference between groups (F(4,64) � 1.79; p � 0.05), nor did an unpaired
Student’s t test comparison between glutamatergic presynaptic bouton
densities in subjects who were or were not an apoE4 carrier (t(62) � 1.775;
p � 0.05).

Clinical evaluation. Each subject underwent a uniform structured
baseline clinical evaluation that included a medical history, neurologic
examination, and neuropsychological performance testing. Details of the
clinical evaluation have been described previously (Bennett et al., 2002).
Based on the results of the evaluation, participants were classified as
having dementia and AD according to the joint working group of the
National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke/Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association (McK-
hann et al., 1984). Blood was collected for DNA, and genotyping was
performed for apoE allele status, as described previously (Bennett et al.,
2003). Follow-up evaluations were performed annually by examiners
blinded to previously collected data. At the time of death, all available
clinical data were reviewed, and a summary diagnosis was made of the
most likely clinical status at the time of death. The summary diagnosis
was made blinded to all postmortem data as described previously (Ben-
nett et al., 2003).

Neuropsychologic performance tests. At each evaluation, 20 cognitive
performance tests were administered. Details of the individual tests have
been previously described in detail (Wilson et al., 2002). Briefly, the
MMSE was used to describe the cohort and stratify persons with AD into
mild (MMSE 11–27) and severe (MMSE �11) dementia. The remaining
19 tests assessed five cognitive domains, including episodic memory
(seven tests), semantic memory (three tests), working memory (four
tests), perceptual speed (three tests), and visuospatial ability (two tests).
The 19 tests were converted to z-scores, based on the mean and SD from
all subjects at baseline, and averaged to yield a global measure of cogni-
tion [global cognitive score (GCS)] as reported previously (Bennett et al.,
2002; Barnes et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2003).

Neuropathologic evaluation and tissue processing. All brains were re-
moved, weighed, cut into 1-cm-thick coronal slabs, and immersion fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde for 72 h as described previously (Bennett et al.,
2003, 2005). A complete neuropathologic evaluation was performed.
Briefly, for these analyses, tissue blocks from two adjacent slabs from the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Brodmann area 46/9) were dissected and
embedded in paraffin and cut into 6 and 20 �m sections. One 6 �m
section was stained with modified Bielschowsky silver stain, and counts
of neuritic plaques, diffuse plaques, and neurofibrillary tangles were
made as described previously (Bennett et al., 2005). Two 20 �m sections,
one each from two adjacent slabs, were immunostained for amyloid-�
peptide (MO0872; 1:100) and phosphorylated tau (AT8; 1:800), and
amyloid load and the density of paired helical filament (PHF)-tau tangles
were determined as described previously (Bennett et al., 2004).

Immunohistochemistry. All sections were labeled with a random eight-
digit numeric code, which was only revealed after acquisition of final data
to ensure unbiased processing. Sections were stained 25 slides at a time
under identical conditions. Sections were subject to rehydration and
deparaffinization, a 30 min incubation in methanol and H2O2 (30%) to
eliminate endogenous peroxidase activity, and a 15 min incubation in
full-strength (88%) formic acid to expose the amyloid epitope. Extensive
washings in either PBS or PBS plus Triton X-100 (PBST) were performed
before all incubations (save for blocking). Sections underwent the fol-
lowing treatment: block in 5% normal goat serum (NGS; Vector Labo-
ratories, Burlingame, CA) and 5% normal donkey serum (NDS; Vector
Laboratories) PBST solution (45 min), incubation with McSA1 mouse-
generated anti-A� monoclonal antibodies (Grant et al., 2000) (1:1000;
1 h), overnight incubation with both anti-A� McSA1 (1:1000) and
guinea pig-generated anti-VGluT1 (1:5000; Millipore, Billerica, MA)
primary antibodies, incubation with 5% NDS and biotinylated donkey
anti-guinea pig secondary antibodies (1 h; 1:500; Jackson ImmunoRe-
search, West Grove, PA), incubation in ABC complex kit (1 h; Vector
Laboratories), and development with 0.6% 3,3�-diaminobenzidine and
0.03% H2O2. Second staining was achieved via subsequent incubation in
5% NGS and goat anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies (1 h; 1:80; MP
Biomedicals, Solon, OH), 1 h MAP/HRP incubation [monoclonal mouse
anti-peroxidase antibody (1:30; Medicorp, Montreal, Quebec, Canada)

Table 1. General demographics of Religious Orders Study subject population

NCI MCI mAD sAD Total ANOVA

Group size 12 16 18 20 66
Age (years) Mean � SD 82.28 � 6.83 88.84 � 6.22 88.35 � 5.31 89.53 � 4.35 87.72 � 6.05 F(3,62) � 4.87

Range 73–93 78 –101 80 –100 83–99 73–101 p � 0.0046
PMI (h) Mean � SD 6.92 � 4.59 7.18 � 5.56 5.74 � 2.94 6.98 � 5.87 6.68 � 4.84 F(3,62) � 0.31

Range 3.0 –16.25 2.5–19.5 1.75–13 0.75–21.25 0.75–21.25 p � 0.82
MMSE (0 –30) Mean � SD 28.08 � 1.56 26.25 � 2.49 20 � 3.68 3.8 � 4.12 18.08 � 10.44 F(3,62) � 196.9

Range 25–30 20 –29 14 –27 0 –11 0 –30 p � 0.0001
Education (years) Mean � SD 17.75 � 1.91 18.31 � 3.63 18.28 � 2.27 16.06 � 3.94 17.52 � 3.25 F(3,62) � 2.14

Range 15–22 9 –24 16 –22 8 –25 8 –25 p � 0.1042
Gender Male 2 (16.67%) 2 (12.5%) 3 (16.67%) 7 (35%) 14 �2

(3) � 3.37
Female 10 (83.33%) 14 (87.5%) 15 (83.33%) 13 (65%) 52 p � 0.05

Interval Mean � SD 217.2 � 159 200.8 � 114.5 203.8 � 93.5 185.9 � 107.5 207.3 � 116 F(3,62) � 1.07
Range 25–595 21–379 78 –345 1–354 1–595 p � 0.3686

Interval, Interval between last MMSE test date and death.
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containing 5 �g/ml horseradish peroxidase (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) type IV], and final development with Vector SG kit. Sections were
dehydrated and coverslipped using Permount mounting medium.

Digital imaging and quantification. Bright-field digital images were
captured using a Zeiss (Montreal, Quebec, Canada) Axioplan 2 imaging
microscope, equipped with motorized stage and focus and a Zeiss Axio-
CamHRC digital camera coupled to the AxioVision 4 software program
(Zeiss). For studies investigating presynaptic bouton density, digital im-
ages from lamina III of the midfrontal gyrus were obtained, because this
particular laminar area has been associated with AD-related synaptic
changes in previous studies (Paula-Barbosa et al., 1986; DeKosky and
Scheff, 1990). Eight images were captured per section, and three sections
were included per case, for a total of 24 images per person and 1584
quantified images. For studies involving dystrophic neurites, �24 images
from laminas I–VI were included per case, for a total of 1056 pictures.

After image acquisition, photos were uploaded into the MCID Elite
Image analysis system (Imaging Research, St. Catharine’s, Ontario, Can-
ada) and quantified essentially as described previously (Bell et al., 2003,
2006) and as depicted in Figures 1 and 3. Bright-field tagged image files
were transformed into MCID digital files (see Figs. 1 F, 3E), which im-
proves the computer’s ability to accurately isolate specific areas of inter-
est from the background. This process is dependent on the establishment
of specific detection parameters such as color [the detection of brown
colored pixels (terminals) as opposed to blue (amyloid)], pixel saturation
and intensity, form factor (roundness), and size (presynaptic boutons
were detected if they were larger than 0.2 �m 2 but �1 �m 2, whereas
dystrophic neurites were detected if they were larger than 1.25 �m 2).
These parameters were adjusted until the most accurate level of overlap
between immunohistochemical staining and computer detection was
obtained. As described previously (Bell et al., 2003, 2006; Hu et al., 2003),
an area of 8200 �m 2 was scanned, areas which met the established pa-
rameters (terminals) were detected by the computer, tallied (quantified),
and yielded in numeric format as the number of presynaptic boutons per
square area or “presynaptic bouton density” (see Fig. 1 E–G). For ease of
presentation, we have presented our density data as the number of pre-
synaptic boutons per 1000 �m 2. The quantification of dystrophic neurite
abundance differed from past protocols used by our group (Bell et al.,
2003, 2006), because unlike in transgenic animal models, dystrophic
neurites in the human AD pathology tend to reside inside the plaque
border, as opposed to its periphery. As a result, we used a circular quan-
tification approach, which allowed us to quantify dystrophic neurites
both within and outside of the plaque border, as shown in Figure 3F.
Because of the computer’s difficulty in separating out individual dystro-
phic neurites, data are presented as “abundance,” which refers to the
combined or total area occupied by dystrophic neurites within the quan-
tified circular area. Note that the size of the circle has no bearing on
yielded data because the specific detection parameters (color, saturation,
intensity, roundness, and size) ensure that only dystrophic neurites are
detected. Dystrophic neurite abundance was then correlated to resident
plaque size, by tracing the plaque’s outer border and scanning the en-
closed inner area for size. As stated previously, K.F.S.B. was blind to the
source of all material and, in an effort to reduce variability, was the only
individual to perform quantification.

Statistics. All comparisons between the four diagnostic groups (NCI,
MCI, mAD, and sAD) were compared statistically via ANOVA, followed
by Post hoc Tukey’s comparison test to evaluate between subject group
differences. Pearson’s correlation test was used to examine relationships
between the primary variables of interest. Comparisons between two
independent variables were performed using independent Student’s t
tests. All statistical comparisons were performed using the GraphPad
(San Diego, CA) Prism software program, and significance was set at p �
0.05.

Results
The use of highly specific antibodies against vesicular glutamate
transporter-1 allowed, for the first time, the microscopic identi-
fication of glutamatergic presynaptic elements (boutons) and
glutamatergic dystrophic neurites in human AD brain material.

Elevated glutamatergic synapses in mild cognitive
impairment, depletion with progression to
Alzheimer’s disease
Immunohistochemical staining of midfrontal gyrus brain tissue
from persons with progressive stages of dementia indicated an
apparent upregulation of glutamatergic presynaptic boutons
during MCI and a depletion in number during mild- and severe-
stage AD (Fig. 1A–D). Subsequent computer-assisted quantifica-
tion (Fig. 1E,F) (described in detail in Materials and Methods)
and statistical analysis confirmed a significant between-group
difference in glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density across the
four cohort groupings (ANOVA, F(3,62) � 25.57; p � 0.0001)
(Fig. 2A). More specifically, Tukey’s post hoc comparison analysis
confirmed our qualitative observations; persons with MCI dis-
played a significant and paradoxical elevation in glutamatergic
presynaptic bouton density ( p � 0.05) (Fig. 2A), whereas sub-
jects with mAD and sAD showed a significant depletion in den-
sity ( p � 0.05 and p � 0.001, respectively) (Fig. 2A).

Glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density correlates to
cognitive function
To determine whether glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density
might influence cognitive ability, glutamatergic presynaptic bou-
ton density was correlated with GCS and MMSE scores obtained
proximate to death. The unexpected upregulation in density dur-
ing MCI prevents the possibility of performing a correlation anal-
ysis with all four groupings. Thus, only three of the four diagnos-
tic groupings were evaluated at a time (either NCI, mAD, and
sAD or MCI, mAD, and sAD). Given that this approach is some-
what unconventional, all correlations throughout the paper are
performed using an identical manner of grouping. Correlation
analyses reveal a significant relationship between cognitive ability
(MMSE and GCS) and glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density
(Fig. 2B–E, Table 2). Increased glutamatergic presynaptic bouton
density correlates with improved cognition in all groups, save for
persons with MCI, in which the increase in glutamatergic presyn-
aptic bouton density is paradoxically associated with a decreased
cognitive ability. Correlation analyses investigating the MCI and
NCI groups alone only show a significant correlation when glu-
tamatergic presynaptic bouton density is correlated with GCS
(r � �0.4, p � 0.05; for correlation with MMSE, r � �0.1; p �
0.05).

Hallmark pathological indices and cognitive ability
Hallmark pathological lesions of AD such as amyloid plaques and
neurofibrillary tangles are widely accepted as contributing factors
to resultant cognitive ability. In an effort to determine whether
glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density might also contribute
to clinical presentation, we compared the strength of our corre-
lations to those obtained from the more traditional indices of the
AD pathology (Table 2). As stated earlier, to remain consistent
with the above previous analyses, cohort groupings were per-
formed in an identical manner (e.g., NCI, mAD, and sAD or
MCI, mAD, and sAD). For both groupings, significant inverse
correlations were observed between the number of neuritic
plaques, the number of neurofibrillary tangles, the total amyloid
load, and the density of PHF-containing tau tangles and both
MMSE and GCS cognitive assessment tests (Table 2). Diffuse
plaque number failed to correlate with MMSE and was only
found to significantly correlate with GCS in the NCI, mAD, and
sAD grouping (Table 2). Interestingly, glutamatergic presynaptic
bouton density was a stronger correlate for MMSE scores than
any of the plaque- or tangle-based parameters. This was also the
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case for correlations between GCS and glutamatergic presynaptic
bouton density in the MCI inclusive grouping. Although our
results do not prove a causative link between decreased glutama-
tergic presynaptic bouton and decreased neurotransmission, the
strength of the observed correlation (e.g., greater than that ob-
tained with more traditional pathological markers widely ac-
cepted as having profound influence on cognition) would suggest
that the novel pattern of cortical remodeling observed here would
most likely contribute to AD clinical presentation.

Glutamatergic dystrophic neurite abundance correlates with
resident plaque size
Persons diagnosed as NCI rarely displayed plaques and were
hence omitted from analyses involving glutamatergic dystrophic
neurite abundance. In the included MCI, mAD, and sAD cohorts,
glutamatergic dystrophic neurites were most often located within
or on the border of amyloid plaques and were only very rarely
visible in the plaque-free neuropile (Fig. 3A–C). Qualitative ob-
servations suggested that larger plaques were surrounded by
more glutamatergic dystrophic neurites than smaller plaques
(Fig. 3A–C). To confirm this, we quantified the abundance of
glutamatergic dystrophic neurites (demonstrated in Fig. 3D–F)
(described in Materials and Methods) and correlated the ob-
tained value with resident plaque size. This analysis revealed a
significant association between larger plaque size and increasing
glutamatergic dystrophic neurite abundance (r � 0.62, p �
0.0001, for MCI, mAD, and sAD combined) (Fig. 4D). This is
particularly intriguing given the recent finding that fibrillar A�
causes the LIM kinase 1-dependent inactivation of both actin-
depolymerizing factor and cofilin, ultimately leading to dystro-

phic neurite formation (Heredia et al., 2006). Interestingly, the
strength of the correlation was found to increase with disease
progression, as seen by comparing the strength of the correlation
factors when each grouping is investigated separately (MCI, r �
0.36, p � 0.0001; mAD, r � 0.67, p � 0.0001; sAD, r � 0.69, p �
0.0001) (Fig. 4A–C). This finding plausibly stems from the fact
that plaques increase in size with age (Tsai et al., 2004) and in
number with disease progression, ultimately serving to increase
the concentration of extracellular fibrillar A�.

Discussion
This study brings to light a new role for the glutamatergic system
in the AD and MCI pathologies. It also presents for the first time
a comprehensive description of the structural changes occurring
in glutamatergic synapses and glutamatergic dystrophic neurites
as the AD pathology progresses from NCI to MCI (now consid-
ered prodromic of AD) and finally to mild- and severe-stage AD.
Previous studies investigating the status of the glutamatergic sys-
tem in AD were challenged by a lack of specific markers for glu-
tamatergic neurons and as a result are often contradictory, do not
provide data on the abundance of glutamatergic synapses, and do
not demonstrate changes that occur in parallel with disease pro-
gression (because the majority of investigations involved very
late-stage AD subjects). Moreover, the glutamatergic system has
not been investigated in the context of MCI. To remedy this
missing information, we took advantage of recently developed
neuronal markers of glutamatergic terminals, specifically to char-
acterize the status of the glutamatergic terminals across progres-
sive stages of AD using cognitively and pathologically well char-
acterized human brain material from the Religious Orders Study.

Figure 1. Immunohistochemical staining of the glutamatergic presynaptic bouton sites in human midfrontal gyrus tissue using antibodies directed against the glutamatergic presynaptic bouton
site-specific marker vesicular glutamate transporter 1. A–D, Stainings are from subjects with no cognitive impairment (A), mild cognitive impairment (B), mild AD (C), or severe AD (D). Note the
elevation in terminal number in B, taken from a subject with mild cognitive impairment, and the decreased presynaptic bouton-immunoreactivities in C and D, taken from subjects with mild and
severe AD, respectively. E–G, The quantification protocol used to determine glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density in the midfrontal gyrus. Original digital images as shown in E were
transformed into a file type that increases the computer’s accuracy of detection (F ). This transformed file format is then quantified by the computer using precise inclusion and exclusion criteria (as
described in Materials and Methods) to accurately detect the elements of interest. G, The quantified image, in which dark blue coloration indicates those elements that were quantified, and light blue
coloration indicates elements that failed to meet the required criteria and were hence omitted. Quantified data are then tallied and yielded in number format. Scale bars: D (for A–D), G (for E–G),
10 �m.
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Our study demonstrates that the AD pathology includes the
generation of glutamatergic dystrophic neurites, an event that is
known to delay or reduce synaptic connectivity, ultimately con-
tributing to impaired cognitive capacity. Indeed, the correlation
between increasing plaque size and dystrophic neurite abun-
dance becomes stronger with disease progression. Our observa-
tion that glutamatergic presynaptic boutons are significantly de-

pleted in subjects with mild- and severe-stage AD compared with
controls is in line with predicted outcomes. However, the unex-
pected and paradoxical observation of an elevation in glutama-
tergic presynaptic bouton density in persons with MCI is most
intriguing. The majority of our correlations indicate that an in-
crease in presynaptic bouton density equates with improved cog-
nitive ability, which would agree with previous findings (Perry et
al., 1978; Masliah et al., 1989; DeKosky and Scheff, 1990; Scheff et
al., 1990; Terry et al., 1991; DeKosky et al., 1992; Masliah and
Terry, 1993) [for review, see Terry (1996, 1997)]. Indeed, gluta-
matergic presynaptic bouton density was a better pathological
correlate of cognitive capacity than the more classically associated
plaque- and tangle-based lesions of AD, in almost all of the inves-
tigated parameters. This would suggest that the decrease in glu-
tamatergic presynaptic bouton density would likely contribute to
the decline in cognitive capacity exhibited by AD patients; how-
ever, complimentary experimental approaches in transgenic
models would be required to demonstrate this unequivocally.
Our finding that the MCI subjects (who by virtue of their group-
ing designation are mildly cognitively impaired) actually have
more midfrontal glutamatergic presynaptic boutons than the
NCI group is remarkable.

This elevation in presynaptic terminal number can essentially
be interpreted in one of two ways. Either the upregulation indi-
cates a type of compensatory upregulation intended to counter
the effects of preexisting synaptotoxicity (potentially A� in-
duced), or, alternatively, the upregulated terminals are indicative
of an uncoordinated aberrant response not representative of con-
certed synaptic plasticity. We believe the former possibility to be
the case, given our previous observation that transgenic animal
models of the amyloid pathology also display an upregulation of
glutamatergic, cholinergic, and GABAergic presynaptic boutons
during early stages of the amyloid pathology (Bell et al., 2003; Hu
et al., 2003). Moreover, like the glutamatergic system, the cholin-
ergic system displays a transient upregulation during the MCI
state, as shown by the increase in choline acetyl transferase
(ChAT) activity in persons with MCI (DeKosky et al., 2002). In
fact, Ikonomovic et al. (2003) identified a pattern of hippocampal
ChAT activity across progressive stages of dementia that parallels
our present findings: an upregulation in subjects with MCI fol-
lowed by a successive depletion with progression to mild- and
severe-stage AD.

Amyloid has been shown to reduce potassium-evoked ace-
tylcholine release (Kar et al., 1996) and glutamatergic trans-
mission (Kamenetz et al., 2003) and has recently been shown
to promote internalization of NMDA receptors in cortical
neurons (Snyder et al., 2005). Therefore, a concerted upregu-
lation of presynaptic terminals in areas in which pathology-
induced synaptic disconnection is present would seem a plau-
sible compensatory response if the aim is to improve
transmission probability. A main caveat of our findings, how-

Table 2. Correlation between pathological and clinical markers of the Religious Orders Study Cohort

Pathological parameter

MMSE score Global cognitive score

NCI, mAD, sAD MCI, mAD, sAD NCI, mAD, sAD MCI, mAD, sAD

VGluT PB density r � 0.44*; p � 0.01 r � 0.57*; p � 0.0001 r � 0.34; p � 0.05 r � 0.46*; p � 0.001
Amyloid plaque load r � �0.42; p � 0.01 r � �0.42; p � 0.01 r � �0.43*; p � 0.01 r � �0.44; p � 0.001
NFT load r � �0.35; p � 0.05 r � �0.33; p � 0.05 r � �0.38; p � 0.01 r � �0.36; p � 0.01
Neuritic plaque number r � �0.31; p � 0.05 r � �0.31; p � 0.05 r � �0.34; p � 0.05 r � �0.34; p � 0.05
Diffuse plaque number r � �0.27; p � 0.05 r � �0.14; p � 0.05 r � �0.30; p � 0.05 r � �0.15; p � 0.05
NFT number r � �0.40; p � 0.01 r � �0.42; p � 0.01 r � �0.41; p � 0.01 r � �0.43; p � 0.01

PB, Presynaptic bouton; NFT, neurofibrillary tangle; r, Pearson correlation factor; * represents strongest correlation across parameter of interest.

Figure 2. Graphic depiction of the relationship between glutamatergic presynaptic bouton
density (number of presynaptic boutons per 1000 �m 2 area) and cognitive ability. A, Mean
midfrontal gyrus glutamatergic presynaptic bouton densities in subjects grouped by cognitive
ability (NCI, MCI, mAD, and sAD). Means were compared by ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey’s
test. B–E, Positive associations between increased glutamatergic presynaptic bouton density
and cognitive performance for both the Mini Mental State Examination (B, C) and Global Cog-
nitive Test score (D, E). Data were grouped by cognitive ability as NCI, mAD, and sAD (B, D) or
MCI, mAD, and sAD (C, E). Note that cognitive performance declines with decreasing glutama-
tergic presynaptic bouton density across all groupings and test types.
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ever, is that the upregulation in presynaptic bouton number
does not necessarily equate with an increase in glutamate re-
lease, which would ultimately be required if the upregulation
was indeed intended to increase transmission probability. In

this regard, however, it is interesting to
note that the synaptic transmission- and
transport-related genes GAP-43 and
VGluT1 become upregulated during
MCI (Williams et al., 2006), whereas
GAP-43 (Callahan et al., 1994), VGluT1
(Kirvell et al., 2006), and synaptophysin
(Terry et al., 1991; Callahan et al., 2002)
protein levels are decreased in AD. Fur-
thermore, imaging studies have demon-
strated a significant upregulation in me-
dial temporal lobe activation in subjects
with MCI, but not in subjects with NCI
or AD (Dickerson et al., 2005), and sub-
jects with MCI display a higher number
of activation changes (indicative of in-
creased brain function) in a larger num-
ber of brain structures (including the
cortex) than subjects with AD, suggest-
ing that the synapses in these brain areas
are indeed more active during MCI than
in AD (Goekoop et al., 2006). Finally, the
TgCRND8 transgenic mouse model dis-
plays increased levels of both EPSP and
LTP (Jolas et al., 2002), at an age at
which our group detected a significant
upregulation of glutamatergic presynap-
tic boutons in this same model (Bell et
al., 2003), thus highlighting the proba-
bility that the upregulation in terminal
number is indeed functional and likely
represents a compensatory response to
the A�-induced internalization of
NMDA receptors (Snyder et al., 2005).

The presented findings are also rele-
vant given the recent approval of NMDA
receptor antagonist memantine for the
treatment of moderate-to-severe AD,
the only noncholinergic-based drug cur-
rently approved to treat AD. Moreover,
given that LTP is a key factor in memory
and learning, the very functions affected
by AD (Greenamyre et al., 1988), our
data are highly relevant. In addition to
the potential benefit of increasing trans-
mission probability, it must also be
noted that elevated levels of extracellular
glutamate might also increase excitotox-
icity [an event with established links
to the cognitive impairment and neuro-
nal death visible in AD (Greenamyre et
al., 1988)] or activate extrasynaptic
prodeath NMDA receptors (for review,
see Hardingham and Bading, 2003), po-
tentially contributing to the subsequent
depletion in terminal numbers seen with
progression to AD. In short, our report
illustrates an important and hitherto
underappreciated involvement of the

cortical glutamatergic terminals in the AD pathology. The
findings support the possibility of a compensatory upregula-
tion of cortical terminals during the MCI state and highlight
the valuable therapeutic window offered therein to prevent

Figure 3. Double-immunohistochemical staining of glutamatergic dystrophic neurites (brown) and amyloid plaques (blue) in the
midfrontal gyrus brain region. Note the predominant localization of dystrophic neurites to the inner areas of amyloid plaques, as opposed
to the plaque periphery. Note also the increase in abundance of glutamatergic dystrophic neurites with increasing plaque size (A–C). D–F
show the manner in which the relative abundance (total area of occupation) of glutamatergic dystrophic neurites was determined. E, The
transformed file, which, as previously described, increases the computer’s accuracy of detection. F, The encircled quantified area, in which
darkbluecolorationshowselementsthatmettherequiredinclusionandexclusioncriteria(size,color, intensity,saturation,androundness)
and were therefore included in the quantification. The light blue coloration shows elements that failed to match the necessary criteria and
thatwerethereforeexcluded.Notethecloselevelofoverlapbetweencomputerdetectionanddystrophicneuriteabundance,aswellasthe
omission of smaller terminals or plaque fragments. Scale bar, 10 �m.

Figure 4. Graphic depiction of the association between glutamatergic dystrophic neurite abundance and amyloid plaque size in the
midfrontal gyrus of subjects with MCI (A), mAD (B), sAD (C), or all three subject groups combined (MCI, mAD, and sAD; D). Note the positive
association between increasing plaque size and increasing glutamatergic dystrophic neurite abundance in all three groups. Note also that
amyloid plaque size appears to increase with disease progression, as does the strength of the Pearson’s correlation, thus suggesting that
increasing levels of fibrillar A� correlate with increased glutamatergic terminal toxicity.
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potential neuronal damage occurring upstream of clinical
AD diagnosis.
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